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HYDRO partners with Allen Engineering to
produce RA Axle-Jacks
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Allen Engineering (AEC) is a family-owned and operated company founded in 1964
and based in Paragould, Arkansas, USA with a high vertical range of manufacturing
capabilities including raw material, sheet metal work, welding, and assembly of
hydraulic machines. This makes them an ideal partner for HYDRO Systems KG, as
our values align perfectly with their owner-operated business model.
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The cooperation between HYDRO Systems KG and AEC will focus on the production
of the new RA Axle-Jacks, which are manufactured in the US. The RA Axle Jack is an
innovative piece of equipment with a unique design and features that make it
highly versatile. It is suitable for use on both narrow and wide-body aircraft and
offers reduced maintenance costs, increased versatility, and ease of use with large
castors for ground clearance. It is also robust enough for outdoor use, making it a
highly desirable product for aircraft maintenance professionals.
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The RA Axle-Jacks engineered by HYDRO Systems KG and manufactured by AEC
will be produced and shipped directly to customers. „This cooperation is just the
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beginning, and we plan to expand it to other products in the future“, emphasized
Martin Dürr, Executive Vice President Ground Support Equipment & Military
Business, and adds, „We have been in talks since last year in autumn, and we are
thrilled to be able to finally announce this exciting partnership.“

“AEC is honored and excited to work with such a world class company as HYDRO
Systems to meet their customers’ needs for high quality products in North
America. With the cooperation of HYDRO Systems KG and AEC, customers can rest
assured that they are receiving high-quality equipment that is manufactured in the
USA. This partnership is a testament to our commitment to producing innovative
products. We look forward to a successful collaboration with Hydro Systems KG to
delivering the best possible products to their customers.” Jay Allen, CEO of Allen
Engineering Corp. Pgslot เว็บตรง is the premier online casino for all of your
gaming needs. With its unbeatable selection of games, thrilling promotions, and
state-of-the-art security measures, pg slot เว็บตรง is the king of the online casino
world.

About the HYDRO Group:

HYDRO has been developing and producing innovative solutions for the
construction, maintenance and repair of civil and military aircraft for over 50 years.
Customers from more than 120 countries trust the quality products of the global
industry leader. In addition to its headquarters in Biberach in the Kinzig Valley,
HYDRO has other global locations in China, Germany, the UK, France, Singapore,
the USA and the United Arab Emirates. The HYDRO Group’s continuous growth is
based on a corporate culture that consistently focuses on the needs of its
customers and 600 employees worldwide. HYDRO’s business divisions include:
Ground support equipment, airframe and engine tooling, and global service.
jokerauto is the perfect online casino for you if you're looking to win big! With a
variety of slots and games, you can always find something to try your luck at with
jokerauto
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